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1.OPENING DATE OFTHE NINTH SESSION

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee mightnowdecide ontheopening
date for the Session.

Mr. BROWN(United States) said that he had considered the point raised by Mr.
Garcia Oldini as to the desirability of knowing the decisions of the RioConference
bore reviewing the Agreement. He felt, however, that the early port of the
reviewwould be devoted to a consideration of proposals and counter-proposals.
He did not, therefore, think that any majordecision would betakenbefore
Christmas,by which time Rio Conference would have finished its work.
the CONTRACTINGPARTIES came totake decisions, theresultsof RioConference
would be known.There was, therefore, no reason todefer the dateofthereview.

He called on the Committeeproposedby the secretariat. adding
that he had discoussed the subjectwith Mr. GaroiaOldini and he thought the latter
now areed.

mr. GARCIAOLDINI (Chile) said that his point of view had not changed but
consideration would have to begivento UnitedStatesprocedural requirements.Ifthereforemenstadogreedofcoordinationcouldbeachievedbetweenthetwecon-
ferences, and no final decisionsweretaken bythe CONTRACTING PARTIES beforethe
end ofthe year, he would fall in with proposal.

The Committee agreed to 28 October and 8 November as the oponingdatesfor
the VIC* and thebeginningof thereview respoctively.The

sessional Committeewould accordingly meeton26October
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2. PORCEEDINGSFOR TARIFF NEGOTIATIONS

TheCHAIRMAN recalledthat at the Eighth Sessionsthe CONTRACTINGPARTIES
had instructed the Committee (SR.8/15):

"(a) to make arrangements, for the completion of the technical
examination of the French proposal, the Low Tariff. lub'
propose submitted by the Council.of Europe and any other
proposals which might be submittedby Sovernments,and

"(b) to pursue at such time as might seem appropriate having
regard to the prospect of. further progress in the process
of tariff reduction, the examination of the questions of
principle raised by the proposals against the background
of the broader question of the adequacy of the presentnegotiating procedures."

He suggeted that members of the Committee, in discussing this questions might
Wish to takeinto account the statement by the Benelux GovernementsinL/210, re-
latingto their attitude towards the French Plan. Thisitem had a baring on
enother item on,theiragenda, the Accession of Japan,and it would be in order

for delegations to refer to the possibility of negotiations with Japan without
prejudice to whatever decision might be taken later by the CONTRACTING PARTIES
In that matter. -

Mr. SUETENS Belgium) said that he would comment briefly on the French Plan
for areductionsof tariff levels.As stated in document L/210, theBenelu
ecuntries considered that the Planproposed in the report of the Intersessional
Woring Partyrepresented a considerable imporvement on the present negotiationg

practiceof the CONTRACTING PARTIES and that it decisively help inthead-
vancement of international trade. Considering,moreover, that thiswouldopen
new possibilitiesforthe progressive reduction of customs tariffs inthefuture.
the Benelux countrieshad decided tonotify the ExecutiveSecretary of their
readiness in principle to accept the Plan.Theywere consequently preparedto
participate In a conferce convened on the basis of the principleformulated
in the report, provided that all contracting perties to the Agreement, orat
least themostimportantamong them, were whole-heartedlyreparedto de the

same.They did notconsider the Plan to be periect but felt it was the best
thatcould be achieved inthecircumstances.

Further, it was their option that the application of the Plan for there-
duction ofcustoms tariffs should notonly formally exclude theestablishmentor

effects,but ould also imply a generaleffort directed towardstheprogressionaladoptedbytheCONTRACTINGPARTIES whenreviewingthe Agreement.Thatmeant
thattheCommeittee could not disassociate theFrench Plan from the reviewofthe
Agreementand the value of that Plan would depond onthe Review.
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He added that,I the collaboration of other countries in the application
ofthe Plan: were. to prove insufficiont, orifthe solustion of questions still
pending shuld,weakenthe scope and effects of the Plan, the Benelux countries,

whose customs tariffs; hadbeen brought down to a relativelylow level,would
have to reconsider their commercial policy, especially in tariff matters, and
would subit;such other proposalsas they might deem fit in defense oftheir
interests. He hoped that the Benelux ideasandremarks would not pass unheeded.

s t~v.,?.'!; ;o, th,; mi t- ~ --;f .X1>;. ; :th6'X"'i ! t,,
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Mr. BOTHA (Soth Africa) declared that the maority of thetariff con-

cessions in the Schedules to the Agreement had now been inforce about six
years and, with a few minor exceptions, all of them had been in force for tree
years If account were. taken of the scopeb of the conessio negotiated under
the General Agreement and of the large percentage of the contracting parties'
total trade covered by thoseconcessions, he felt it could be said that the
Agreement had succewded in stabilizing tariff relations; betweennations at a
time when that was ofgreat importance. But when the Scheduleswere negotiated,
they were obviously not intended to be applied indefinitety. On the contrary,
the procedures of Article XXVIIIhad been written intothe Agreement with the
definite object of providing that 'degree of elasticity in the Sedules without
which many contracting parties mould have found it difficult, if notimporssible
to accept it.
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In point of: fact, customstariffs had always been recognized by the
CONTRACTINGPARTIESasthe only proper methodof protection. Sincethe Agree-
ment had been in force,manycountries hadbeen obligedtoimpose quantitative
restrictions on imports as a means of safeguarding their monetaryreserves. The
bindingof tariffs, he thought, made it difficult for many contracting partiesto
carry out their obligationsunder Article XII. That was a factual position form
which the contracting partiescould not escape and the more rigid theadherence
to tariff concessios under the General Agreementthee more difficult it might be-
come for contraing parties to; honour their obligations regardingtheremoval of
quatitative restrictios, -

He wondered whether by providing greater flexibility in tariff commitments,
the contracting parties would not facilitate the removalof those quantitative
import restrictions which had assumed a protective Perhaps inthat
way they might achieve a greater overall expansion of world trade, than if govern-
ments weretoo rigid,y tied down to their assumed tariff obligations. Hefelt

that the task of the CONTRACTING PARTIES was to find a satisfactory formula
likely to ensure a reasonable measure of continuity In tariff concessional which,
at the same time providing a degree of flexibility that would take account of
ever-changing economic conditions:

MM.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ia, ce.,.Mr. DONNE (France)said he would not review the history or the French Plan
because all -the Committee members had an excellent knowledge ofitsvariousstages either because they had taken inpart its preparation, or because of the
informationsgiven in the secretariat documentpublishelastJanuary He only
wished to recall the reasons which. had Me. Pflimlinto submit in1951a
schemefor a gnerallowering of tariffs, The French Government had noted that
good results had been .obtained bythe multilateral negotiationsat Govevaand
Annecy, but that the reduction. of duties following the TorquaryConference had
been much morefeeble. The FrenchGovernmenthad come to the conclusion that
a substantial reduction of tariffs was more likaly to be achieved by an automatic
arithmetical fromula than on the basis of a series of bilateral arrangements.
Mr. Pflimlin, in introductiong his Plan had called onallthe contracting parties
to collaborate in the technicalstudyand preparation of a plan to which they
could all accda.. The result hadbeen the submission of a parctical planto
the Eighth Session ofthe CONTRACTING PARTIES Neturally the French Government
subscribed to the Plan and he was pleased to learn that the Benelux countries

supportedthePlan inprinciple. *,. ,.. *~.:'
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active pat in the Planthis year. In the mind of the French Government,
however, the essential condition for the implementation of the Plan had always
been the participation of all the contracting parties, or at least all European
countries in addition to the United States and Canada. In the circumstances
the French Goverrment had been forced to defer the idea of the application, of
the Plan, but it hoped that President Eisenhower would receive in 1955 the
special powers from Congress which would allow the Plan to be put into operation.

in the probable absence of multilateral tariff negotiations before 30 June
1955, it was essential to know whether a further prolongation of the assured life
of the Schedules was envisaged. As already stated, the French Delegation had
hoped that the Plan would have been in operation before that date and it had
been on that assumption that it had agreed in 1953 to renew the assured life of
the Schedules for eighteen months. It was, therefore, difficult for the French
Goverment to define its attitude towards a further prolongation of the Schedules.
The Delegation could only say that the french Government would be likely to sub-
mit to the COTRACTING PARTIESProposals for changes inFrench tariff policy-
which would take account of the general situation in the French Union as well as
the possible accession of new members to the General Agreement.-

Baron BENTINCL(Netherlands) said that the Benelux -couitries had had con-
siderable experience of the difficulties encountered by exports to countries with
high tariff levels and he hoped that this aspect of the question would be taken
into account by the contracting parties. On the Committee's agenda there were
a number of tariff matters: the prolongation of the assured life of the Schedules,
the application of the french Plan and the accession of Japan.. The Netherlands
Government had no strong feeling about the prolongation of the Schedules. but
realized that a number of countries would have difficulty in maintainingthe
tariff concessions. He considered that Article XXVIIIprovided reasonable safe-
guards but did not perhaps allow enough flexibility. His Government would not
wish to make obstruction on procedural issues. It was reasonable to give some
freedom to countries whose tariffs were no longer suitable. They themselves had
at the Eighth Session made a reservation with regard to the Netherlands AntilIes
and thesame might apply to Surinam in the future.

As tothe French Plan, the Netherlands Government felt that it was the best
possible in the circumstances and would be ready to participate in a tariff
conference. The Benelux countries' attitude towards the French Plan waskonown,
but it was very desirable that the attitude of other countries should be dislosed.
At all previous stages of discussion of the French Plan it had been realized that
not all contracting parties were in aposition to fall in with it but now it was
important that as many, as possible should. do so. The major complication was the
United Sates; present.inability to accede to the French Plan but that should
not preventother. countries, and especially theEurpean countries,fromacting
collectively in that field. Ifitemerglygively in thata number of outries
were ready to support the Plan.the CONTRACTING PARTIES mightgoahead as faras
possiblewithout United Statesparticipation. If there was sufficientsupport
for this suggestion, itmight beuseful to establish a working party tostudy
what modifications of the plan might be neesary in ordertomade a limited
beginning.
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Mr. HAGEMANN (German Federal Republio) declared that the tariff concessions
under the General Agreement were of the greatest importance in providing inter-.
national trade with a guarantee of stability of customs duties. The German
Government, therefore. felt that- the tariff concessions annexed to the Agreement
should, with few exceptions, be prolonged up to the and of 1957. However, in
order to achieve the :objectives of the Agreement a fresh effort should be made
for a further substantial reduction or tariffs, The old technique having ex-
hausted its possibilities, the collective automatic method provided by the French
Plan should be applied, With perhaps some modifications this would be done
even If it were decided to employ lower percentages and to limit its operations
to industrialized countries. This study should form part of the review of the
Agreement. It was, of course, to be hoped that the United States would also be
able to participate. The old technique could still be usefully applied in
tariff negotiations with acceading governmentsand with countries which were
revising theirtariff, as for instance Turkey and Austria.

As for the transposition of tariffs into the Brussels nomenclature,
case of the United Kingdom hLt . shown that the examination of the transposed text
by other contracting parties. took a long time. It was, however, desirable that
any negotiations should take place with the now nomenclature agreed to and that
drafts should be admitted early In 1955, He suggested that the most appropriate
date for all these negotiations would be 1 Februry .1955.

Mr. PEREZ-CISNEROS (Cuba) said the questions of the French Plan and of the
status of Schedules afterr 30 June 1955 were of particular importance at this
time because the review of the General Agreementiwas to take place in the near
future. The discussions held thus far had demonstrated that governments
continued, to favour collective action for the attainment of the objectives set
forth in the, preamble to the General Agreement and also that for this purpose
the rules of the Agrement should be strengthened. His Government favoured in
principle any suggestions whi h might assist in the lowering of tariff barriers
and for this reason they appreciated the French proposals which pursued the
general. reduction of tariffs without resorting to bilateral negotiations..
They realized that for a particular group of countries with a low tariff, this
new approach was probably the only way to achieve further reduction of tariffs
and assist the expansion of world production and trade. They also appreciated
the efforts made by the French and other governments in taking account of the
special problems of countries which had economic development programmesor
needed to protect their industries as well as the problems of those whose
budgets were largely, dependent on customs revenue.

Much as his Government appreciated these efforts and realized their value,
and in spite of the degreed offlexibilityalready introduced in the proposals,
he was doubtful whetherCuba and other under-developed counties could participate.
Because of the small variety of goods exported and in view of thediscriminatory
restrictions applied by other countries for balance-of-paymentsreasons, it did
not seem likely that the French Pan could contribute toanincreaseof Cuban
exports other contributing factors included thequantitative restrictions
applied underArticle XI, the importmonopolies andstate trading, the subsidiz-
ation of domestic production and hightaxes.On the other hand, the provisions
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of the French Plan might constitute a further obstacle to the carrying out of
Cuba's development programme on account of the tariff obligations to be.under-
taken. Finally, the Plan would inevitably cause an unbearable loss of revenue
for the State. It might be argued that if certain modifications were introduced
in the Plan, the present position might change, but he believed that these
modifications Si.ould have to be so numerous and so far-reaching that it would
be 'extremely difficult to get them accepted by other countries. The Cuban
Government recognized, however, that for some countries the French Plan could
serve a useful purpose, and for this reason would not object to the arrangements
being made for the completion of the technical examination of the Plan in the
course of the Ninth Session, though in giving support to such action they did
not mean to imply that they would agree that all future negotiations amongst
contracting parties should be of the nature contemplated in the French Plan.
Facilities should be provided for new negotiations of the so-called classical
type to run concurrently with the multilateral negotiations envisaged for the
accession of Japan.

In view of the fact that the assured life of the Schedules came to an end
on 30 June 1985, the Cuban Government expected the Committee to recommend to the
CONTRACTING PARTIES that negotiations under Article XXVIII should be held early
in 1955, without prejudice to any decision which might be reached during the
Ninth Session on a further rebinding of the concessions. Article MXXITI gave
a right to contracting parties to make adjustments in their Schedules at the end
of that period, This right, for the under-developed countries with a dynamic
economy, was of vital importance and should be exercised freely subject to the
procedures laid down in Article XXVIII. The fact that Article XIVIII embodied
such rights placed an obligation on the other contracting parties not to oppose
the use of that Article when the opportunity arose. Taking into account the
difficulties encountered at Torquay and last years a negative attitude of the
Committee to the suggestion that Article XXIII negotiations should be scheduled
for 1955 would be regrettable and would also be regretted.

Mr. VALLADAO (Brazil) recalled that Brazil had not signed the Declaration
extending the assured life of the Schedules. That this decision was not
unrealistic was proved by the requests which, since the Eighth Session had been
addressed to the CONTRACTING PARTIES for the renegotiation of items. His
Government felt therefore that it was not wise to make arrangements for further
tariff negotiations until the CONTRACTING PARTIES had reviewed the Agreement and
the basic rules under which negotiations would be held. Only after the review
could arrangements be made for negotiations to supersede the old Schedules,

-Mr. NOTARNGELI (Italy) stated that the Italian Government was in favour
of the extrensioh of the validity of the Schedules beyond June 1955. As to the
French Plan, he repealed the views of his Government, which had been expressed
at previous Sessions, that the present uncertainty about the attitude of the
United' States and other major trading nations in this matter obliged Italy to be
cautious . Further, before the Italian Government could participate in the Plan
a technical examination of some of its fundamental aspects was needed. The
Italian Government therefore, while not wishing to oppose the acceptance of the
Plan, wished to make a reservation with regard to participation,
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Mr. GOERTZ (Austria) said that if any plan for tariff reduction such as the
one under discussion should become operative Austria would gladly take part.
He mentioned the inadequacy of the present Austrian tariff and the steps which
were being taken to prepare a new one as described in L/217*

Mr, BRW (Whited States) said that his Government was unable to take up
a definite position regarding the French Plan for well-known reasons, but he
wished to repeat that the Plan itself presented no technical difficulties in so
far as United States participation was concerned. Legislation had been presented
to Congress which technically provided for negotiations of the type envisaged in
the French Plan but he could not say what the final attitude of his country
would be.

His Government shared the view of many contracting parties as to the
importance of stability in the world tariff structure; they recognized at the
same time that, in view of the scope of the Schedules, there was need for a
certain flexibility. They were not yet quite clear as to the best way of
reconciling these two conflicting requirements, but he thought that any recommend-
ation by the Committee for the holding of Artiole MIII negotiations at the
beginning of next year would be rather premature. lie suggested that the matter
would best be decided by the CONTRMTI: PARTIES at the Ninth Session when
everyone would have a better idea of what they wanted.

With regard to the proposal for the accession 'of Japan, it had been
suggested that before any decision could be taken on this matter, the CONTRACTING
PARTIES would have to decide on the status of the Schedules beyond 30 June 1955.
He did not consider it desirable to postpone negotiations with Japan for this
reason because it did not appear at all difficult to put into effect the results
of the Japanese negotiations without waiting for a decision of the CONTRACTING
PARTIES on the future status of the Schedules.

Mr. FIMARK (Sweden) said that plans for tariff reduction were of great
interest to his Government and, besides, the lowering of tariffs was one of the
main objectives of the General Agreement, The negotiating methods so far
employed to attain that objective had given important results, but It was
recognized that as time went on that machinery was becoming ineffective,
That was why Sweden had been greatly interested in the attempts made since the
Torquay conference to devise ways and means of reducing the disparity in tariff
levels and had been in favour of a multilateral system of tariff reduction along
the lines of the French Plan. In the Swedish Government's opinion, obstacles
to international trade should be studied as a whole, and as the French Plan was
an important scheme for the furthering of international trade its completion
and practical application should be pushed on without delay. He agreed with; the
Netherlands representative that the outcome of the efforts to reduce tariffs
was bound to have a strong influence on the attitude of governments towards the
assumption of strict obligations under the Genoral Agreement. In the past
Sweden had taken an active part in the technical preparation of the French Plan
and would have certain observations to make during its further study.
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The status of Sohedules was also a matter of great concern to the Swedish
Government, which felt that the main problem involved was to avoid destroying the
tariff:stability achievad by the Genetal Areement when the assured life of the
Schedules expired. As suggested by the Canadian representatives, one way to
achieve that was to 'agree to a further prolongation of their validity, and his
Government was prepared to agree to such an extension subject to conditions of
full, reciprocity by all contracting parties and provided that the existing
Schedule remained substantially unchanged. However, he did not feel sunguine
that such a plan could be agreed upon. The possibility of modifying the
Schedules had been suggested from the Chair, and Sweden would be ready to
participate in such negotiations if they were desired by any considerable number
of contracting 'parties. Such negotiations should be limited in scope and any
new concessions negotiated should be for a long period, during which Article
XXVIII should in principle be suspended. The actual negotiations should start
not later than the beginning of next year and might run parallel with the
'suggested Japanese negotiations. In making these suggestions Swden was
actuated by the desire to promote tariff stability, but his Government hoped
that in, the meantime work on a multilateral plan for further reductions would
be actively pursued.

Mr. HADJI VASSILIOU. (Greece) considered the French Plan to be a good one
but thought. it should be put into operation progressively and piecemeal. If the
Plan wore to be recast, his Government would be pleased to take in the work
involved. In any event the study of the Plan should be continued. As for the
Schedules, he had to announce that the Greek: Government .wishedto recover a part
of its freedom of.action because. it was now engaged in working out a general
economic plan and in .surveying its tariff rate's Perhaps during the review of
the Agreementsalway would be foundto meet the Greek desiderata, The United
Statesseemed in favour of maintaining the Sahedules and Greece might find it
,best to fall in with that :view,

-Mr.. PRENDERGAST (New Zealand)declared that the attitude of a country to
the status of-the Schadules must be largely influenced by the age of its tariff.
For example, tariffs Which had beenin force since before the Secod World War
could not reflect the sweeping economic changes which had occurred in recent years.
By .June. 1955 the Schedules would have been in operation for eight years, At the
Eighth Session snumber of countries had hesitated to accept an extension because
they had expectedan opportunity to negotiate some Item on the expiry of the
extensionagreed at Torquary. The contracting parties had little experience of
the workingofArticle XXVIII and he doubted whether it would allow them to
modify their tariffs as required.It seemedextremely doubtful also that the
Intersessional Committeewould beprepared to intespret in an adequately liberal

manner the requirement of "exceptionalcircumatances" when a number ofitems

New Zealand felt that provisionshouldbe madefor the renegotiation of
concessions and that there should be increased flexibility,. Anyproposal to
ox^>nd; the Schedules' beyondU'Juio 195S' w1d' rably be acceptable to ;a
countries. inclUdlng'NevZealand ;although the inaimrporeation of uis'.ogs providing
.4,hwty to negotiate might -provide Tod£ recinsideation. New Zealand
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would have no objection to the establisbment of working party to consider
such questions. He was of the opinion that the Agreement had had a, considereble
stabilizing effect on world trade, which nothing should be done to weaken.
-However, the -position, of young countries, like New Zealand with a narrow range
of production required that tariff rates should be adopted to changing economic
circumstances.

Hr. REISAN (Canada) stated that the principles of the GATT with respect to
tariffs, as the Canadian delegation understood them, were broadly as follows:
tariffs were the only legitimate, means of providing, protection to domestic
industries; secondly, tariffs were to be reduced to moderate and reasonable
levels through the process, of mutally advantageous multilateral negotiations
and thirdly, the results of suh tariff negotiations were to ,be, bound against
increase for firm periods or time so, as, to provide a measure of,stabilityin the
world tariff structure. The Canadian delegation, considered that there basi
principles continued to be sound and valid,. and atteched utmost importance to
ensuring that their application be, improved and extended. Accordingly,Canada
would examine the French Plan, for the reduction of tariff: levels and the future
status of the tariff Schedules within the frameworkof these principles.

With respect to the French Plan which envisaged new procedures for tariff
negotiations, including arrangements for automatic tariff reductions, Canada
'had recognized as long ago as the Torquay conference, that the previous tariff
..negotiating procedures had certain weaknesses from the point of view of the smaller
countries, particularly those with low tariffs, Important intiatives in finding
a solution had been taken by the Benelux countries and later by France.Canada
had cooperated in these efforts, and it was fair to say that considerable progress
had been made in overcoming many of the technical difficultiesinvolved in such a
project. The stage had now beem reached where, there were no insurmountable
technical problems in the way of bringing a plan along the lines of the Frnenh
Plan to fruition. Development of govermental policies on this Plan were
,unfortunately not nearly as advanced as the technical. aspects, A number of
countries had already indicated their willingness to go ahead but others,
including the United States, had not yet formulated their finalattitudes.

Canadian representatives had on previous occasions taken the positionthat
if the.French Plan were generally acceptable as a basis for tariffsnegotiations
Canada would consider participation. But up to the presentt here had not been
any general acceptance of the Plan and no thought had been givenby theCanadian
Government to the question of partial implementation along the lines suggested
by the Notherlanda. Although no decisions had been taken, it was highly doubtful
whether Canada would be prepared to participate in such a programme,unlese the
United States were willingtoplay its full part. It was difficult to seswhat
more could be done until the position of the major countries had been clarified,
At that time Canada would re-examine the situation and see whether a satisfactory
basis could bp found for bring the Plan intooffect.

On thequestionof the status of the tariff Schedules after their firm life
expired on 30June 1955, the Canadiandelegationbelieved thatstablity intariff
rates was one of the most importantachievementsoftheGATT.accordingly,it
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would like to see tariff stability maintained by, further, extension of, the validity
ot the tariff Schdules,and would be opposed to any general recourse to the
provisions of, Article XXVIII. A number of delegations had spoken in faour of.
renegotia ting tarifffcooessiozs before Jime, of next year. In support .of. thief vie
some had pointed to the need for tariff flexibility when quantitative restrictions
.wo~re ~bing z'enyed. Others pointed to the eoonopi changes whiah had taken place.
sioe thze War ~d to th~t ne94. to aj4Jsttariffs .to adapt them to these;cangps., Whil
it.,might be,, necessary,o permit oertaln liimit'ed adJptments in special c!rc stenes,
the Canadian delegation,yqould deplore any general. ising. ot tari= rates in
o~fn99tiQA -with the ;removal of quantitative reetrictilns. It would. also regard It an
a serious departure.tropm thb objectives of GATTi, countries ware to respond to. ever
breath:of competition with, tariff increases. Competition-was,.after all, the life-
blood of international trade and one of the basq$3 tenets of the.GATT* .

The Caadian 9.oveat had not, yet taksn a, final position on the questionn of
rebinding, the Schedules. Generally pepaking it, ,wa in rfavour o .extendig th
esserteLq4 in their present form. Should it provethat so80mpountries found it
absolutpy necessaryy tomake limited adjustmenta,.the Canadian delegation expected
that .Canada woulAbe prepared to cooperate in finding a solution to this problem
The Canadian delegation believed, however, that a reasonable solution could be found
whigh. would meet, special difficulties, while maintaining the basic integrity of the
Schedules.

.., .HAIGIWARA, (Japan) paid that the French Kan had been carefully, studied by, hia
Gover nt andwas regarded with favourg The -ap&nese Goverment hoped to be able to
participate in that scheme when it was applied and when Iape had beome a contract-
ing paqtr It.was not, however. .clear what was the relationship between the French
Plan and: saep taken to lower tarf±'s through negotiations of the more conventional
type. In particular, .it was not clear how; application of the Plan would affect the
position of a government newly acceded to the AgreeAent through tariff nogotiations.
On the one hband such a.gQvernnt wpuld have been required to negotiate tariffs n
proud -by-produot basis and,., on,the. othQr handt would have:. the obligation to 1oi
the inci ,we of tariffs .. the .various .s ors of .its import trade. It appeared
that ,a,oompreheaive.,view. 'ust be taken of the efforts of the lowering of tariffs
through the two procedures, which might either be. enoomapeed. in. de general rond of
tariff negotiations or else they must be kept definitely separate, The Japanese
delegation. Would be gratefut or a clarification as regards the effect of the French
Pkn, iP it' oa p.nto, ,gfc.t, s*or~bfly ave the coqw.aioa of. Japan's negotiatlonsfer
aocessikh

Cpthe question of t'hQ status of Sahedules it..had. been proposed that their
aqhW.".d ei be extended beyond the end of June 1955. In the case of apn a list of
itieft voluntarily bbund by the( +re t viy-&-4sn oWptries which signed the
Deolazat~oihof 2z4 c06tober ceovweedl st 80; per cent of Japan's impos, If the
tariff," gog I or.t Japan', aqcceassic were; onlud;e,.dby the ond ofay 955.and
rethe, 3apanesUe,$cedew,' treated in the same ww.Za ,a other h
ae tozetAgeP ;, it woul. have been_ given an asuredilfe of oany one ucath.

8 Wv ,L. d. neomgaid that a wide rage of hewbad been exresied
and that over comng months' the aocj Pr2 inSswo hae to fid a eompromi
which would accosmedate as Many contracting parties as possible. His Governmint had
not yet reached conclusions on all these questions, but he would indicate some of the
factors which he thought would have to be taken into consideration. As rewards
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Article XXVIII, the United Kingdom would not wish to rule out the re-negotiation of
a relatively few items which were creating special difficulties but would view with
concern a combination of decisions to renegotiate on widespread Scale which in
the aggregate would affect the GATT Schedules to a considerable degree. In the
first place the value of the Agreement was defended in the United Kingom on the
ground of the stability it afforded to the export trade and secondly, renegotiation
by a large number of countries on any substantial scale would inevitably have wide
repercussions. It was, of course, the case that the effective incidence of many
bound specific rates of duty (and the same was true of specific margins if
preference) had fallen with the passage of time. This might caus difficulties in
particular cases but on the other hand it should be borne in mind that thisreduced
incidence of specific duties had contributed to the GATT objective of reducing
barriers to trade. As regards timing, he thought that it was for serious
consideration if it was wise for the Contracting Parties to contemplate any
extensive reourse to Article XXVIII until there was another general round of tariff
negotiations,when upward adjustments in tariffs might be offset by a larer number
of downward adjustments. However this might be, he felt that the matter required
nuh more careful consideration before a decision was reached and that it would be
a mistake for the Committee to attempt to make any recommendations at this stage.

As regards future general tariff negotiations, among the many factors which the
United Kingdom must bear in mind, one - and perhaps the most important - factor was
whether the United States would be in a position to make tariff concessions. So far
as the French Plan was concerned, the United Kingdom had found that the Plan was
very complicated but, so far at least, it was unable to propose anything simpler.
Secondly, the Plan envisaged the freezing, to some extent, of all taiffs instead of
only some tariffs as at present. In so far as countries had avoided negotiation an
sensitive items in their national economy, they would perhaps require more flexi-
bility than the Plan at present provided, In order to avoid difficulties in

particular cases. No one at present knew whether, or In what form, the Kean Bill
would secure Congressional approval, Until the fate of this Bill were known,wewe
very doubtful if study,even on a purely technical plane, of the French Plan could
usefully be carried further. It has also to be remembered that during the review or
the Agreement, the limited number of specialists In the various countries would be
heavily occupied with the review itself.

Mr. SINGH(India) saidthat his Government appreciated the favourable
consideration given to the position of under-developed countries in the
evaluation of the French Plan. However, there remained two features In It
which were difficult for countries like his own to accept. First, It had been
envisaged that customs duties levied exclusively for revenue purposeswould be
excluded from the reduotions, andin the case of India 94 percent ofthe tariff
tell under-that heading and only'6 per cant were protective duties.T t woid
undoubtedly mean hardship for the country If the required reductions ii the
tariff incidence were to fall exclusively on this sMell section of 'fiW t*ff.
-Tis was particularly so as thie rates of protectie duties in Ida. a t
fiEd after careful csideratio f the loca"l cost 6f prod;btn and t elanded
cost of Imports as wen as other financial and economic factors,. Anya~utomtl
rediioteo without regard to the conditions in !ixdiidUax idtrsa b
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to upset the delicate balance built into the tariff structure. Secondly,
the amount of sacrifice demanded of countries in different stages of economic
development could not be of the same magnitude and consequently the tariff
reduction required should not be the same for all countries; the 30 per cent
level envisaged in the Plan would be altogether too high for certain countries
in the early stages of their development. The Indian delegation was therefore
of the view that before going any further certain modifications in the principles
underlying-the Plan would be necessary. For example, it would be necessary
that a higher degree of flexibility should be allowed in the required reductions
which might take into account the present level of tariffs and the past
concessions, For this purpose the secretariat might be requested to tabulate
for comparison the trade covered by the tariff concession which had beon granted
by contracting parties in the past,

On the question of the status of the present Schedules it would be
inadvisable to consider any further prolongation of their life without an
opportunity being provided to countries for adjustment. Some of the Schedules
had been negotiated as long ago as 1947 and had been twice prolonged without
major alteration, and on the last occasion on the clear understanding that no
further prolongation would be made, Stability of existing tariff., was
admittedly important, but flexibility had to be allowed especially in view
of the substantial changes in the economic situation of various countries in
the past six or seven years. The Indian delegation suggested that the questions
of the status of existing Schedules, the pattern and timing of tariff negotia-
tions etc., should be considered together at the forthcoming review of the
Agreement and it was to be hoped that a compromise solution would be found for
all of them,

Mr. GARCIA OLDINI (Chile) thought it was unlikely that the French Plan
could play a very useful part at the Ninth Session. His Government was stili
examining the plan which had been produced with groat ingenuity and a spirit
of pioneering by France. In particular, it was considering how a country like
Chile could reconcile its international obligations with its national interests
if the Plan were applied. In view of the difficulties inherent in the plan
the Chilean Government thought that for the present tho old procedures for
tariff reduction should still be used and that consequently tariff negotiations
could still serve useful purposes, The Government was aware of the value af
stability in tariffs, but considered that Article CVIII had been included in
the Agreement for a definite purpose. The validity of the present Schedules
could not be prolonged indefinitely without substantial modification in certain
oases in view of the changes in economic conditions. There was no reason why
these negotiations for tariff adjustment could not be carried out before the
review of the Agreement was completed, If negotiations were started this year
their results might become available by the end of February 1955. Legally these
result would not be put into force until l uly 1955, but they would be regarded
by governments and the trading communities as a valuable indication of the level
of future tariffs. The advantage lay in the fact that concrete tariff schedules
would be awaiting the coming into force of the new instruments resulting from the
review and that there would not be a period ot uncertainty up to the end of
June 1955.

The meeting rose at 1 p.m.


